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Bill Williamso n, who wrote the
" Insid e M exico" feat ure on page
one, serve d ;is ma nafjing editor of
the COLLEGE EYE last fall. He
went to Me xico in D ecember and
ha s been enrolled a t Mexico City
college since th en.
The ISTC Board of Control of
Student
Publications
recently
selected William.son to serve as
executive editor of the COLLEGE EYE ne xt year, when h e
will r turn here to finish college.

*

*

*

O ne of Bruce Florence's critics ,
after viewing the graduation
spread which appears in the middle of this i.ssue, said: " All his
people look alike! " Bruce, when
informed, took in the whole campus with a swing of his hea d and
answered: "Yes, don 't they. "
*
*
*
ABOUT THE COVER : This
month 's cover is called " Graduation in the Spring " and is a com bination of the art work of Bruce
Florence , who contributed the battle scared graduate, and some old
leaves that were left over from the
homecoming programs la st fall.

Your .simple editors, happy
with the cover as it was , were
shocked to hear a rovin~ art major point out that it .:.Vas " too
white-too wide open! " A hurried and harried meeting of top
brass came up with the answerthe IVORY SNOW on the cover.
Because of the whiteness of the
cover, we converted it into a full
page age for Procter and Gamble.
Our business manager intends to
bill P &G for $1069. which will
ex~ctly cover the magazine 's deficit , and another two crisises will
have been met.

~eali

~ olJ,,i:

t:1/-fW.e 6een

·ti(UJ.enr; ~ 1 t ~ Ume--UJ-i41i
F'J~
ke1te-( A newsletter from CROSSROAD's Mexico City Correspondent, who mentions such interesting things as four cent beer
and Greer Garson.}
By BILL WILLIAMSON
When I first enrolled at Mexico
City college, after attending Iowa
Teachers during the fall quarter , I
was immediately impressed with
everyone 's attitude here. Th e
deans and the office clerks alike
seemed happy to have me here.
They didn 't condecendingly talk
down to me or act as if they were
doing me a favor by letting me attend their college, an attitude I've
found at some of the colleges in
the States.
The class assignments here are
never large or definite , or filled
with busy-work as some of those
at TC are ; yet I find myself doing
much more outside work than
ever before.
Of course , as at any college 'n
the Sta tes . life at MCC is not all
classes . There is a weekly dance
in the school patio, with a better
orchestra than most territory
bands around Iowa . On top o f
that , there are two or three parti e.5
each quarter at one of many pri vate clubs in Mexico . The la s~ on e
attended fea tured swimming , ten-

Bill Williamson relaxes on a Mexican banana plantation near
Cuautla while pondering his annual newsletter to CROSSROADS '
readers in Iowa.
nis , fronton, bowling and. later in
the afternoon, dancing to the
music of two good orchestras.
These socia l events incidentally,
are never as we ll attended as th e
school's art exhibits.
At MCC there is much talent
and even more interest in the fields
of art and writing. Many former
students are already making
names for themselves in these
field s and, though I'm no critic,
I'm sure I'm safe in stating that
there are even mo: e on the way
up .
Compared to Teachers College's
physical setup, Mexica City college is nothing. There are only six
buildings sca ttered over an area of
about six blocks ; the campus is th e
streets of Mexico City with the

stores, cantinas, street vendors ,
and beggars. The enrollment is
a lso not large compared to TC,
unless one counts the large number of Mexican students in the
classes of English , most of which
meet at night. The schedule of
classes offered and the different
fields of study open , however, are
a lmost unbelievable for a school of
this size.
There is , naturally, no dormitory life here. Students usually live
with Mexican families or have
their own apartments. Expenses
for room and board range up from
a minimum of about forty dollars
a month . E ven with the present inflationa ry trends in Mexico , the
present rate of exchange ( eight
( C ontinued on next page )

Mexico
(Continued from previous page)

pesos. sixty-four centavos for one
dollar) and the wide variety of
prices make Mexico a boon to
students studying on the GI bill.
In some of the less expensive
restaurants a full meal can be had
for about twenty cents- but it
takes a little time to accustom the
stomach to this sort of Mexican
food . For instance. in one restaurant an average meal for a peso
and a half consists of soup , rice , a
meat plate, enchiladas, beans. coffee and bread ( a meal here isn ' t
complete unless there's rice at the
front and frijoles at the end) .
Cigarettes. which went up in
price recently, now range from
about five to fifteen cents a pack .
The price of beer ranges from
about four cents a bottle in a cooler on the street to nearly forty
cents for the same thing in the
best nightclubs. Of course students seldom patronize the best
clubs. From what I've heard
(I'm no exception) the highest
priced club in Mexico has a minimum charge of fifty pesos ( about

$5.75) . which covers dinn er , dancing . floor-show and everything
offered by the best clubs in the
States.
The supply of different things
for students to do in their spare
time is inexhaustible. They can
take trips. go to movies ( some of
the best films come early to Mexico) . the bullfights, races , the theater and , in season, ballets, operas .
and symphony and Philharmonic
concerts. Due to my friendship
with a journalist and music critic
( unfortunately, a great deal still
depends on whom you know in
Mexico) . I have had complimentary tickets to Carlos Chavez and
lgor Stravinsky directing the National Symohony Orchestra at th e
Palace of fine arts and the Mexico
City Philharmonic under the di rection of Sergin Celibidache.
among others.
This is something quite new to
an Iowa boy- finding myself in
one of the world 's great culture
centers. It is also something that
may surprise many Americans.
who have the opinion that most
Mexicans are poverty-stricken ,
burro-riding Indians. But in Mexi co the government sponsors such

thing s a s th e N a tiona l S ymph o ny
and the Institute of D a nce , a nd
gives those in charge complete
freedom to present the newest and
best performances possible, with
few financial worries. In this wa y
Mexico manages to be in many
ways culturally ahead of even
New York.
By going with my journalist
friend on interviews I have met
some of Mexico 's top playwrights,
musicians. artists , and chorographers. But I have also met peons.
farmers, Indians, fishermen , and
beggars. Although Mexico has a
rising social security program ,
there are quite a few jobless peo ple who are not covered by it and
so they are taken care of by another, much older torm of social
securi ty- charity. The Mexican
people seem to be one of the most
chari table groups of people in th e
wo rld and many , even of the poor,
will share whatever they may have
with their not-so-fortunate neigh bors, although few American touris ts may get this impression.
Compared to the Americ2n people as a group . Mexicans are
highly
interesting
individuals.
mainly because they a re just that
- individuals. In general a Mexican does something simply because he wants to , not because
someone else does it or because
an ad tells him he should . Therefore some people here concentrate
on making fortune s ( a thing much
easier to do in Mexico than in the
United States today) and some
make just enough money for their
immedia te needs ; some people
wear suit.s and ties , while som e
w ear the more comfortable native
clothes and go barefooted .
F ew Mexicans ca re about th e
opinions of others, and thi s fact
makes it very difficllt for any a dve rtising to compare in effective-

***

CROSSROADS foreign correspondent, Bill Williamson, lived
in this house while attending Mexico City college. He paid 16 pesos
daily (about $1.80) for both room
and board.
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Part of the Escuela National de
Maestros (Mexico 's n a tion a 1
teachers college) rises like a skyscraper in Mexico City.
ness with that in the U.S. Each
person develops his own tastes for
everything and, whereas in the
U nited States everything is more
or less uniform, here there i.s a
wide variety in such things as
food , drin k, dress , cigarettes and
music. T ruly, compared to our
ideas of them, the Mexican opinion of G ringos as a coke-drinking ,
gum-chewing, ad-buying people
is not far from wrong.
The po litical situation in Mexico is cons:antly improving. The
country has come a long, bloody
way, and still ha.s a long way to
go- although from here on with -

out so much bloodsh ed . The cru el
revolution s are over. For over a
month now agencies have been
open day and night so the people
may register for the coming presi dential elec tion in July. This election will probably be honest ( a
rare event in Mexico) ; there is
little reason for it to be otherwise.
PRI ( El Partido Revolucionario
Institucionaria), the party now in
power with President Miguel Aleman , is s ure to win.
The PRI candidate, Ruiz Cortine.s , has his name and picture
plastered all over the Republic
and none of the opposition parties
can compete with his financial
backing. However, most of the
people are satisfied with the progress being made under this party
and, if it continues, they feel they
will have few complaints.
Surprisingiy, in spite of the onesided governmeint, there is still
great freedom of belief in Mexico.
There are no .such things as
"witch-hunts " or loya lty oaths in
Mexico, the opinion being ( and
being practiced) that every man
has a right to believe in what he
wants to and to express his opinions without fear of being investigated or condemned. This is evidenced by such an examp le as the
great painter, Diego Rivera. H is
outspoken beliefs and me mbership
in the Communist pa rty have no
effect on his abilities a.s an artist
as far as the government is concerned , and therefore he has probably been paid more by the government for his works and murals
thru any other artist in the country. And this in a Capitalistic
country!
The government of Mexico is
obviously far from perfect, however. There is corruption from the
high-up positions down to the petty officials such as traffic officers
and border authorities who expect ( and get) their litt le mordidas (bribes). Some authorities attribute this to the " growing pains"
of the country or, in small-scale
cases, to the fact that the underpaid government employees have
to compensate in their own man -

3

ner tor th e rising cost ot living
( they have it in Mexico, too) .
The Mexican constitution , mad e
in 191 7, is usually ignored whenever convenient. The real control
of the government lie.j almos t
completely with the president. For
in stance , al:houg h legalized by th e
constitution, most women in Mex ico are not able to vote. Also generally ignored is the clause preventing schools, both public and
private , from offering any sort :)f
religious training . The upper-clac,s
parents, par:ly because of thi s,
look down upon the government
elementary and secondary schools
and send their children to the
many private .schools and academies in the country.
Perhaps they have good reason
to do so for other than religious
reasons. One of the siohts that
hurt me most was that of the Escuela Normal para Maestrosthe national teachers college.
From a distance the fairly new
and modern buildings of this
schoo l present a very good impression. But on closer examination I
found the beautiful litt le campus
tramp led and dying , the trees
stripped of thir bark, windows of
the building broken, and even the
priceless murals by Jose Clemente
Orozco defaced.
My Mexican friend was noticeably embarrassed and as hamed on
showing me the place. H e ex plained to me that w hat I saw was
partly due to fa ulty administration
and partly to the students themselves. H e further exp lained that
most of the st udents in this school
are from the lower classes and
younqer than college st udents in
the U . S ., that they come from the
little pueblos of the interior and
simply do not know how to treat
their new surroundings. Yet many
of these are the people who go out
to teach in the pub lic elementary
schools of the small towns and rural areas.
No future teacher of any repute
attends the Escuela para Maestros . The best teachers are turned
out by the national university,
(Continued on page 19)

They Called
It Baseball
By JAC K HOVELSON

Many people today sh udd er at
the sight of a baseball player going into second base with his
spikes two feet off the grot:nd ,
hell- bent on knocking the shortstop or second-baseman into centerfield.
If they think this is rough they
should hav e seen some of the
games played in the ea rly stages
of our na tional pastime.
Until 1848 it was the custom to
retire a baserunner by plugging
him in the back with the ball. This
was usually done by running. up
to within ten feet of th e baserun ner and heaving the ball at th e
middle of his back . This rule
stayed in effect until so many
fielders misfired that it was q uestionable
whether
they
were
throwing at the middle of the
runner 's back or the middle of his
head .
Back in those days it was leg al
for the base-runners to jockey
themselves into position to defl ect a batted ball , and most managers required their players to do
this . It was not uncommon in
those days to see unconscious
players strewn along the base
paths where they , in the line of
duty, had prevented an m·• by
letting a line drive hit them between the eyes.
A rule was made stating th at
the base runner should not interfere with the path of the ball.
Thi s rule was made , it wa
aid ,
for the benefit of th e fielders but

* * *

Anyone can play bridge, but It
takes a cannibal to throw up a
hand .

the base runners were the ones
most thankful for the rule .
Another hazard was added by
the use of tall posts to mark the
bases .
Did you ever see a catcher get
a foul tip in the chest or kg and
afterwards proceed to go into a
series of contortions to sh, ,w his
agony and pain? Chances are you
thought that catching a baseba ll
game must be cruel and inhuman
treatment. The truth is th e catchers of today are softies compared
to the backstops of old.
Not until· 60 years after the
advent of baseball did the catchers enjoy the comfort and protection of full equipment. Not only
did they go wi thout a mask , chest
protector and hin guards, but
they never even bothered to wear
a glove to catch the ball with .
They had one consolation however- they were permitted to
sta nd back far enough to catch the
ball on the first bounc e.
In 1893, managers ;1parently
felt that the catchers, with all th e

* * *

Before she wa married she
played the banjo, but now she
just picks on her husband.
4

pwt•~ction perfected for them ,
should move up to a position directly behind home plate.
There was one piece of protection that hadn't been invented
at that time however- the catching mask. So although the majority of the catcher's beat and battered body was protected , he still
had to stand some two or three
feet behind the batter with an
open face .
In the old days the outfielders
we:e sometimes in very precarious
positions. Most of the ball parks
had no wall around the outfield
and many times fans would gather
at the rope put up around the
playing field. All too often some
outfielder would come to the
duHOUt at the end of an inning
with cuts and bruises administered by ome of the over zealous
patron .
It would be interesting to reenact one of these old time baseball games, playing it just the way
it used to be played 75 years ago.
This would probably hurt present day ba eball attendance more
than televi ion, however , for who
would want to watch our "sissy"
baseball games of toda y after
seeing how it used to be played?

THE END

e~c~
The Underworld
By SALLY HILDEBRAND
Jean Val Jean picked up his
dead friend , sl ung him over his
s houlder , and carefully picked his
way through the sewers of Paris.
When we were exploring the
underworld at ISTC, the sewers
of Paris would have been a welcome relief. The sewers of Paris
would at least have been cool.
To come to the poinL, this fair
institution of learning has several
miles of tunnels underneath its
campus. These tunnels contain th e
large economy-size pipes through
which the steam that warms our
hearts and .souls and shower water
is carried. Th e paths of many of
the tunnel s are traced out by the
melting snow during the winter.
Most run uncle;: sidewalks and
help to keep them free of ice.
The tunnels vary in height
from about four to eig ht feet.
There was no difficulty exploring
the eight foot tunnels, but the
fou r footers gave us some trouble.
The descent into the inferno
was made by way of the maintainence building . We co uld have
;:ione in either of two directions.
but we chose west. A nea t system
of illumination is set up in the
tunnels- light bulbs are strung all
a long the way , and there are light
switches at every intersection and,
on the straightaway, every couple
hundred yards.
The tunnels aren 't very widethere is just room enough for the
pipes with about th ree feet to

spare. The height bothered Paul
Smith, CROSS R OADS 's photographer. more than any of the
rest of the party. Smith , who is at
lea st six feet tall , had to stay bent
over much of the time .
After perspiring almost to
death , we reached the lower levels
of the Men 's Gym . A trap door
was found , but after a few quick
peeps by your feminine author
this area of research was abandoned .
We started back and, at the

* * *

In the picture at right, Sally
Hildebrand is surrounded by
steam pipes and boilers while investigating the college 's underworld.
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first interesction , turned left. Following a detour , we ended up in
Lawther hall. Nothing of interest- s urprisingly enough- was
found here, so we continued on ~o
North hall.
A brief tour of this hall proved
in'.eresting but unexciting. Tu rning back , we followed the s traight
and narrow path to the maintain2nce building . Findinsi our coats,
we turned out the lights, left the
inferno and once again breath ed
fresh air.
THE END .

After thinking it over, I believe-We need a new constitution for
the Student League Board!
The old one is a weak and purposeless thing designed to kid the
student body about its part in the
government of the school.
Now I don't think the students
should run the school, and l',m not
saying that the students here now
have nothing to say about the college 's operation. I do maintain ,
however, that there should be
some clear and simple definition

lege-should be able to legislate
for the student body and should
be able to make that legislation
stick.
Certainly all housing units
should be subordinate to the SLB.
This doesn 't mean that the board
should be able to tell each hall
what to do, but it should--since
the board is made up of delegates
from each hall-be able to tell
ALL the housing units what to do
in matters of common concern.

We Need A

New SLB Constitution
By SLB President--Elect
Don Moskowitz
of what student government
amounts to on this campus.
And I think it should amount
to something!
Under the present constitution,
SLB has no power over anybody
or anything. The board's purpose,
as outlined in the present constitution, is only to "stimulate thinking about college problems, to
promote student-faculty cooperation and understanding., and to represent the entire student body."
SLB's only course of action, according to the constitution, is to
"make recommendations concerning. student government to all
other student leadership organizations. "
I think the SLB should be able
to do more than "make recommendations• concerning student
government. " The board should
BE student government, at the
highest level, on this campus.
Certainly the board-if it is to
work for the general welfare of
the student body and the col-

On matters concerning both the
faculty and the students, the
board should work in close cooperation with the faculty senate.
Just one year ago students
voted adoption O i a "new" constitution in an all-campus election.
The so-called "new" constitution
was the same old inadequate
document with just five very
minor changes.
So when I say I want a new
constitution, I mean that I want a
really NEW one. Surely a collegt>
such as this one should have a
student government constitution
that says something and which
makes sense.
What's wrong with the old
constitution?
There are a number of things
entirely neglected in the old constitution and there are a number
of misplaced items-things which
are fundamental to the Student
League Board are merely tacked
on in the by-laws instead of being
safely included in the constitution
proper.
6

For instance, the constitution
itself doesn't even state how the
board members shall be elected,
when the elections shall be and
how the elections shall be
handled. All these items are included in the by-laws, which the
board-acting all by itself-could
alter in one short week.
Surely these things should be
included in the constitution itself,
to give student government some
permanency.
This year there was a pdmary
election to narrow the field of
candidates for SLB president
down to three. This primary was
planned just a few days before the
final election, when all the candi~
dates were in the middle of their
campaigns.
Election procedure should be
permanent and fixed-in other
words. it should be included in
the constitution itself.
I think the board, in the past.
has failed to make a complete
financial report on its operations.
A constitution should. I believe,
require the board to make a report on the state of its finances at
least twice a year.
A constitution should also provide for both recall and referendum, giving the students a voice
in the government at all times. In
this way students would keep interested in what is going on, instead of forgetting about their
student government from one election to the next.
There should be a provision
made for a primary election in
case more than two candidates
run, and the number of candidates
for SLB president should be reduced to two. In this way there
will be no danger of having a
"minori tv president." as has been
the case in the past. I consider it
important that a new constitution
of student government be drawn
up by and for the students of this
college, and I hope that we can
achieve this next year.
THE END

Clem and Zeke had been
friends for 40 years. Walking
along the road one day, Clem
finally found the courage to say
what was on his mind.
"Zeke," he said , " I ain't
meanin ' to pry, but how come you
and Sary ain 't never had no
kids?"
Zeke considered the question a
while
and
finally
answered :
"Well , I'll tell yuh, Clem. A
couple of nights before we were
married I made a suggestion , and
Sary made such a fuss that I
never had the nerve to mention it
again. "

*

*

*

Angry father striding into dimly lit living room: "Young. man ,
I'll teach you to make love to my
daughter!"
Guy: " Good, I'm not making
any headway at all. "
*
*
*
A young army doctor in the
South Pacific had diagnosed the
ailment of a sergeant, but knowing he could do little with his
limited facilities , he wired the ba 3e
ho.spital: "Have a case of Beriberi.
What shall I do? "
The message was received by
a young technican at the base who
wired back: "Give it to the engineers. They'll drink anything."

*

*

*

A tired doctor got his wife to
a nswer the phone by the bed and
say he was out, giving advice
which he whispered to her.
"Thank you very much, Mrs.
Simpson ," said the voice , " but I
should like to ask you one thing.
Is that gentleman who seems to be
in bed with you fully qualified? "

First Janitor : " I hear the faculty senate is trying to stop necking ."
Second Janitor: "That so? First
thing you know they 'll be trying
to make the students stop too l"

*
* *
" What a fine flt ," said the
tailor as he carried another epileptic out of his shop.

* * *
··1 don 't want any calLrs thi s
afternoon ," said the head of one
of the college's departmen ~ to his
secretary.
" If they say their business is
important, just tell them that's
what they all say."
That afterr.oon a lady called
and insisted on seeing him. " I am
his wife ," she exclaimed.
"That's what they a:J say, " replied the secretary.
Father : " How did you do m
school today? "
Junior : " I was the smartest boy
in my class-the teacher asked
how many legs a dog has and I
said three."
Father: " But that's not right: ·
Junior: " Maybe not- but I was
the closest one to it. "
•
*
*
" Mary , tell tha t young .nan to
turn the lights back on ," yelled
father from upstairs.
" But we haven' t turned the
lights off! "
" I thought I heard the light
button snap ."
" No faher , that wasn't the
liqht button."
7

Three athletes from 1owa colleges, bemoaning their scholastic
difflculties:
Iowa U. boy: "ls that calculus
ever tough! "
Iowa State guy: " I just couldn 't
understand trig !"
ISTC wrestler: " Any of youse
guys ever hear of long division?"
*
*
*
"Wilt thou do me the pleasure
of accompanying me in a game of
croquet? " spake Sir Gawain.
"Nay, nay, I dast no '," quoth
the shy Lady Elsinor. "Tis a
wicket game."
*
*
*
" Why did you leave your girl' s
house so early la st night?"
Well , we were sitting on the
sofa , talking, and all of a sudden
she turned out the lights. Well.
I guess I can take a hint. "

$25.00
CASH GIFT

EVERY WEEK

~RIANGlJ:i
t:AUNDERERS
· 1 EANEB

qRIF.l •
'
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P ho ne 2304

Rapier Repartee
A tramp steamer had struck a mine and was
s lowly but s urely sinking in mid-ocean. The ship,
from captain down , was manned by as villainous a
crew as had ever been gathered . They were now assembled on the slowly submerging deck as the
captain asked , "Can anyone sing a hymn? " There
was a shuffling of feet but no reply. The captain
tried again , "Can anyone say a prayer? " Still no
answer. The captain looked his crew over in disgust
and grunted , " Well, we ought to do something
religious. Hell, let 's take up a collection."

* * *

A Russian spent a year in America and returned
to tell his adventures to his friend .
"Boris," he said , " if you like it here , you should
see America. You drive about in a limousine- for
free. You eat dinners at the finest hotels- for free.
You stay in beautiful rooms- for free. "
"All this happened to you? " asked the amazed
Boris .
.. To me, no; but to my sister, yes ."

" The Hell with t his g·raduate research!"
Two Indians obtained a room in a big. city hotel.
Making a routine check to see if all his guests were
comfortable, the manager found a tepee set up in the
room and one of the Indians sitting in front of it
smoking a pipe.
" How," said the Indian.
" Where 's your friend? " asked the manager.
" In there, " indicating the bathroom.
Looking in the bathroom, the manager found an
Indian with an arrow in his heart. "My lord , who
killed him? "
" Me- I killed him ."
" For God 's sake, why? "
" Him spit in spring!"

* * *

~

--:----

A bachelor met a girl at a party and fell madly
in love with her at first si\:l'ht. " You 're the girl of
my dreams ," he kept telling her during the party and
on the way home. When they got to her apartment,
he took the key and opened the door. And there in
the middle of the livintt room floor was a dead horse.
The man stared , horrified .
"Well, for goodness sake," said the girl. " I didn 't
say I was neat , did I? "

---

" It's from my mother and it's marked 'Lingerie,
so you won't have to raid any women 's dorms ! ' '
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The Doctor Cures The Nurse
Oranges Always lv1ade Her Sick
So w hen She Wanted a C-Ooctor------

By PATTI SHEARER

The crisp white freshness of th e new shift at
Mercy hospital was like a shot in the arm to everyone's morale , thought Miss Judith Hender!:on as
she smiled to herse lf in the mirror , adjusting. her
nurse 's cap with particular care. The door opened
behind her and the fat face of Miss Brock was b esi de her own in the mirror. Judith smi led again.
" Not quitting already are
yo u?" She glanced at her
watch and found she was
sti ll five minutes early.
" Yes, and it's not too
soon! " Miss Brock took
off her shoes to rub what
would have been swollen
feet if they had been anyone elses. " Really rough
today. Nine new patients
including a brat of a kid .
Screeched this live-long
d ay.I"
Judith poked at a stubborn strand of red-gold
hair. " I don 't hear anything."
" She 's either hoarse or
ex hausted. And so are the
rest of us."
"What's the trouble? " Judith asked.
" Oh , I don 't know. Malnutrition or something .
\ Von 't eat. I spent an hour trying to get ;::i bowl of
soup down her this noon."
Judith laughed . " Bowl and all? No wonder!"
" Yeah , well. I would have liked to . Nearly missed my own lunch . Hope you feel this good at 11
o'clock tonight. " Miss Brock put her shoes back on
with .some difficulty and took her purse off the hook.
"Three of the new patients are Dr. McCoy 's," she
sa id with a sniff.
" Oh , really?" Judith felt a slight lift.
" Yeah. Why does he like our floor so well?"
" Because we 're so efficient! "
" Well , to hear him talk you'd never think so.
Smart, young bug. " Mi ss Brock sniffed again and
prepared to leave. " Have fun , dearie. "
" You bet."
*
*
*
Judith glanced up from Mrs. Pillsburg 's chart.

Things were pretty slow right now, she thought.
Head Nurse Cunningham was puttering around
with the 6 o'clock medications. Dr. McCoy 's la te
tonight, thought Judith . Suddenly, she realize d Mi ss
Cunningham had said omething to her. "Hu h?
What did you say?"
"When did Mrs. Pill last have a sedative? "
" Oh . Well, let 's see.
Two-thirty. ls she hollaring for another one?"
"As usual. " Cunningham was tall and a ll
bones. Judith watched her
for a moment. Pretty
good egg, she thought.
Good sense of humour for
an old maid. Gosh , I
shouldn 't think that; I'm
well on the way.
Judith turned again as
P.
she heard the hum of th e
'
elevator. Oh , darn . A
light flashed on the board
in front of her. She clicked the switch an::! said
pleasantly, "What can I
do for you, Mr. Miller? "
" Coming up," she said,
clicking the switch again.
"Six blankets and a hat water bottle on a summer' s day . Phooey!"
Cunningham smiled as Judith got up from the
desk and tripped noiselessly down the white and
spotle.ss corridor.

-;;-7~i ~ -~· .
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*

*

Judith returned to find young Dr. McCoy pouring over someone's chart. W ithout looking up he
said , " Miss Henderson , could you spare ;::i few
min utes? I want to do a spinal tap on JOB."
" Certainly, Doctor. " And to herself she said,
'Miss Henderson , Miss Henderson, Miss Henderson! I'd spare you more time than that if you'd
ask!" She took a bottle of novocaine and instrument
tray from the shelf and fo llowed Dr. McCoy to
J OB. 'I'll bet someone gave him an extra dose of this
once and he never did get any feeling back, she
thought.
(Continued on next page}
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The Doctor Cures-(Continued from previous page)
"How's my best girl today?" Dr. McCoy asked
the young patient who was lying in the white bed.
"You know, Miss Henderson, Sally is one of the
nicest patients I've got to work with. Never cries ::>r
anything. Oh, good- you brought an extra tube.
You know , Sally, this is one of my favorite nurses
too. "
Efficiency plus , thought Judith. Six weeks of efficiency .
Judith held the tube, watching the fluid rise
and fall as the doctor worked deftly and silently.
Suddenly he looked at Judith and said, " What's
the matter with your nose? "
She almost dropped the tube , .she was so startled
by such a personal question. " I guess I was under
the sun a little too long today ." She gave him what
she hoped was her nicest smile. He grunted.
Finally Dr. McCoy withdrew the needle and
said . "That 's all. Miss Henderson. "
She picked up the equipment and left muttering ,
'tha t' s all. that's all! Just like that!'
Hearing cries from 21 A she set the tray down
by the sink and went to the room. A little , blonde
curlyheaded tot in a gown twice her size was holdmg on to the side of a bed .soaked with tears . " Don 't
cry, honey, " Judith said. ' Tve got plenty of time
right now. Want to sit on my lap? " She picked up

COOL COMFORT
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chafe. Crease-resistant, cool and comfortable, our custom-tailored suits look better
and wear better because they ARE BETTER.

from $49.50 to $78.00
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616 Syracuse St.
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Phone 4230
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the child and sat down in a rocker. The crie~ soon
died away to wbs , and only a few tears escaped
from under the closing eyelids. Judith was completely engrossed in her subject when the door opened
and Dr. McCoy stuck his head in. "I don't know
where Cunningham has gone , but will you call me
at once if there 's any change in John Wil.son?"
"Okay, Doctor."
He hesitated, ' 'You 'd make a nice mother someday. "
"Well. thank you, Doctor. I hope so."
He closed the door and she mulled over what
he had said, pretending the child was her own. She
must have sat there for quite some time, for when
the door opened again it was Cunningham. '·Judith.
w e';: e qetting a new oatient and we don ' t have time
to rock any of them! "
"All right. " She deposited the sleeping child m
bed a nd le£t.

It w 2s ten minutes of eleven but the charts were
finished 2nd Cunnin 0ham had told her she could
lea ve. With her co~t over her shoulder and her
purse tuc'.ced under h er arm Judith trudged down the
stairs , too tired to wait for the elevator. Her heart
took a sudden leap as she saw Dr. McCoy standing
by the front door. He smiled. "Aren't you a little
early? "
"Yes, I guess I am." She couldn't think -: , anythinq witty to say. "What brought you back over
here? "
"I just had a baby." He smiled again. "Say, you
look hungry. Will you join me?"
'Tm starved ,': she said.
Henry's was a place on the far .side of town
where Judith had always wanted to go. It was
small. but held a crowd of friendly people in J warm,
candle-lit atmosphere.
Judith felt slightly uneasy and d·ew her coat
more tightly around her uniform. 'I don't want to
feel like a nurse tonight,' she thought. 'I don't want
him to think of me as just a dependable robot. This
is :my one chance.'
"They're right on their toes," she said to Dr.
McCoy, noticing a waiter in a red coat coming toward them with a look of pleasant expectancy.
"Are you Dr. John McCoy?" he asked.
.
The doctor nodded and Judith felt a slight sense
of importance.
"Well. the hospital has called. An emergency,
sir. The phone is right over there." Judith lost her
feelinq of importance.
" Thank you. Just a moment, ah, er, Miss ah-"
"Tudith. " she informed him.
"Oh yes, Judith ," he said. "Please excuse me a
moment."
"Certainlv," she said with a slight note of disappointed as she watched him disappear. 'Huh.' she

thought, 'my last chance! No , not even that. l
haven 't had a chance! '
The doctor come back with a sheepi sh grin on
his face . 'Tm sorry, Judith , but there's an emergency
at the hospital. I'll drop you off on the way. "
"No, I'll get off at the hospital so you can get
there right away. I just live a short way from there."
" You 're not angry? " he asked.
" Angry? Doctor, I've been a nurse too long to
be angry."
" I just wanted to make s ure ," he said, opening
the door for her.
Two days later Judith awoke with an exclama~
tion to her apartment-mate. " Betsy" she called, "I
feel terrible this morning. I've got a headache and a
rash on my arms! I think you'd better call the doctor ."
Betsy appeared at the bedroom door with a piece
of toast and not too much concern for her usually~
healthy friend . "What doctor, honey? "
"Why, ah, Doctor, ah, McCoy, I guess."
"Now wait a minute," Betsy shook her unpin~
curled head , "let's see that rash! Well, for heavens
sakes, you do have a rash. Do you suppose it's
measles?"

And J onesy is working on a chemical to make
people invisible in this lab-Jonesy-1 say, Jonesy
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" No, I don ' t thi nk so. I used to get a rash from
eating oranges, but I don't know what's the matter
now. " She slid farther under the covers.
"Well, I'll call the doctor right way." Betsy
came back in a few moments. " He said he 'd be over
in abou: an hour. "
" Is that all he said?"
" He didn 't make love to me, if that 's what you
mean!"
"He wouldn 't! " Judith said , sinking down in the
bed with a hand on her head . " Oh , Betsy, I don 't
know when I've felt thi s bad. "
" Maybe I'd better stay home from work this
morning," suggested Betsy eagerly.
" Oh, no , you don 't have to do that! " Judith
raised up quickly. " I mean , ah, I wouldn't want you
to miss work just because of me. Oh , and Betsy,
before you go , stick the coffee pot on , will you? "
" You 're s ure you 'll be all right now? "
"I hope so," Judith said with a look of anguish.
No sooner had she heard her friend leave than
s he jumped out of bed and began to tidy the apartment. ' I want to make it look "womanish, " ' she
thought to herself , putting her knitting in a very
obvious spot on the coffee table .
It was almost an hour before she had everything
arranged to her satisfaction, even though one could
reach most parts of the apartment by standing in
the middle of the floor . 'It may be small,' she
thought, 'but it' s very homey.' She gave the big , red
pillows on the .studio couch one last going-over before returning to the bedroom to don her frilly bedjacket. She contemplated putting on make- up , but
decided that her faded-out countenance was more
appropriate.
No sooner had she turned on the radio and
gotten back under the covers when a tap sounded at
the door . "Come in ," she sai d in her weakest voice.
The door opened . ' Tm in here ," she said , even
mo1e weakly.
Dr. McCoy walked in looking very handsome
in a light tan suit. " Good morning , Judith . Wha t
seems to be the trouble?" He put down his bag and
walked over to the bed . " I mu st say, you really are
the business woman. You even pick your day-o ff to
be sick!"
" I don 't know what's the matter," said I udith.
rising .. with difficulty. ' Tve got this rash all over mv
arms.
"Well, let 's see if you 've got a fever .''
" Say, Doctor, while I'm doing this there's some
coffee on the stove in t he kitchen . Maybe that'll
make up for your ha vi ng to make a trip up here."
"Thank you , don 't mind if I do ." He went to
search for the kitchen , which was nothing but an
over-sized closet off the livingroom . " Would you
like some too? " he called.
( Continued on page 16 )
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"I hated to leave any bills behind."
' ' I knew I should never have taken
that art course-where '11 I pack this
stuff? ' '
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' ' May I remind you that we make
ee alterations on caps and gowns?"

" I 've sure enjoyed playing basketball for you these last seven years,
coach. ''

'' I '11 bet my dad graduates with better grades than your dad.''

Lucky Old Sun
Summer arrived and Gwen Andresen felt like exposing herself
to a little sun o,n the sand. Gwen,
who's in terry cloth jumper and
~ennis shorts in the picture at left,
ts from Davenport and has hobbies, nicknames, measurements
and majors, but somehow your
ed,i tors thought you'd be more interested in looking at Gwen than
at such facts. The sand, though,
is some of that surrounding the
Cedar Heights ' sandpit. (Picture
by CROSSROADS Photographer
Paul Smith.)

You came
With the hot summer stillness,
When the earth seemed empty and parched and
lifeless.
You came,
Bringing love and laughter and coolness,
And together we left the summer heat forgotten.
You left me
When the first autumn breeze kissed the air;
Now my life is parched and empty as the summer
heat.
By JOYCE ROORDA

* * *

A Chemist
Looks at Women
Symbol: WO
Accepted
Atomic
Weight :
Around 120.
Physical Properties : Boils at
nothing and freezes a t any
minute. Melts when properly
handled. Very bitter if not well
used.
Occurrence: Found wherever
man exists.
Chemical Properties: Possesses
~reat affinity for gold, silver, platmum and precious stones . Violent
reaction if left alone. Able ro
absorb great amounts of food.
Turns green when placed beside
a better looking specimen.
Uses: Highly ornamental. Useful as a tonic in acceleration of
low spirits and equalizer of the
distribution of wealth. Is probably
the most effective income reducing agent known.

This afternoon I was tenA little girl again.
E ven the world stood still
While I .raced downhill.
I ran with the west wind again st my face,
With fleet-footed Remus setting the pace;
Stopped breathless beneath an apple tree
Until he came barking back to me .
For a mo~ent I stood and watched the sky
With white clouds slowly drifting by.
And white radiance came and enveloped me ,
I wa.s young and glad and whole and free .
But I was roused from my rendezvous :
The sun was setting, my dream was through .
I came back to my adult world again,
Stiff and stately, no more ten.

By GAY STOVER

* * *

Mechanic: "With a car like
advise you to keep it
you~s.
movmg.
.
Jalopy Owner: "Why?"
Mechanic: "If you ever stop
the cops will think it's an
accident."

!'.cl
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The Doctor Cures---

Judith removed the thermometer for a moment.
" Oh, she doesn't , doctor! "
"Well then , who has been eating oranges in your
kitchen? "
Judith nearly swallowed the thermomter a second
time. She shrugged her shoulders and felt herself
getting red. Dr. McCoy removed the thermometer
and noted that her temperature was slightly below
normal.
" Do I have any? " he asked humbly.
"
<.7," he said. "Not enough . Drink this coff~emaybe it will warm you up. I'll leave some ointment
for your rash , some of these capsules for your headache. and I think you 'll feel better in no time! I
intended to ask you if you wanted to try Henry's
again tonight , but since you feel so poorly- "
" If I could just get rid of this headache, Doctor,
I'd love to ."
"Well, I think a couple of days in bed will do
it. " Judith felt herself becoming really sick. "Thanks
for the coffee," he said, " but I've got to hurry now.
I'll s~?P around this afternoon and see how you are
then.
The remainder of the day dragged for Judith,
but not knowing when to expect the doctor she
stayed near the bed . It was about four o'clock when
she heard another tap at the door. " Come i!l," she
called , quite brightly.
The door opened and an elderly gentleman in
his middle seventies walked in. "Wh y, Dr. O'Flattery, how nice of you to drop in!" She saw a mental
picture of Dr. McCoy with his head on a chopping
block .
"Well, Judith , Dr. McCoy asked me to make his
calls this afternoon as he' all tied up. "
"Well, I'm glad you come, " she rationalized.
" It's not so much this rash as it is that I feel faint
everytime I get up. And my head is just pounding."
At that moment the telephone rang and Dr. O'Flattery handed the receiver from the bedside table to
Judith . " Hello. Oh , Dr.McCoy. What? I feel wonderful: my headache has completely disappeared!
Where? I'd love to, Doctor. Eight o'clock? Goodbye. "
And Dr. O 'Flattery picked up his satchel and
left the room chuckling to himself.
THE END

(Continued from page 11)

"Y e.s, " she answered , nearly swallowing the
therunometer.
" Cream or sugar?"
"No. "
Being a little clum y at pouring coffee he spilled
a few drops on the workbench. He used a paper
towel to wipe up, and when he threw it away
noticed numerous orange peelings in the wastebasket. He picked up the two cups and unsteadily
departed for the bedroom. For a moment he forgot
what he had been going to say. Judith looked soso different. Her healthy complexion matched the
hue of the room, and the morning sun artistically
streaking the walls set her hair afire. " Judith , your
roommate tells me you' re allergic to oranges."
"That 's right."
"Well, perhaps she shouldn 't eat them around
you ."

:t

* * *

As the man started across the street, a St. Bernard dog rushed by and bowled him ove_ . Before
he could get up a Cros ley tore around the corner
and ran over the hapless man, leaving him cut and
bruised.
A sympathetic spectator rushed out to help the
victim to his feet and inquire if he 'd been hurt. "No,"
said the man, "but that was ure as hell c1 big can
tied to that dog's tail!"
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By Everett Traylor
There was once a colony ot
frogs whose king was a trusted
potentate who had never wronged
anyone . One day this leader,
while he was s unning himself with
a few of his wives, was almost
killed by a snake.
Th e snake gobbled up several
of his youngest and most tender
wives , but the king escaped. He
was so terrified , however , that he
decided to devote the rest of his
life to doing homage to the " Great
Being. " The king ca lled a meeting
of all the clan and issued the new
mandate- "The new rules set
down by someone higher than the
king himself," he sa id . They included :
No one must sun himself, for
that would be pleas ure.
Midnight songfests would have
to go , for they offended the higher being .
Only certain bugs could be
eaten, and
During the day all s ubjects
would remain submerged at ail
times , as far as breathing wouid
permit.
The frogs , who weren't as wise
and knowing as their leader, prote.sted this curtailing of the pleasures heretofcre enjoyed, and small
rebellions flared up . The king was
prepared for this, however , and
the instigato rs were rounded up
by his aides and either put in con finement or banished from the
clan.
Slowly, as time went on, the
king got tired of the rules, but he
didn't want to revoke them because his people, who hadn 't been
able to sneak a sunbath once in a
while as he had , were getting
weak and posses.sed little will to
do anything except that which
was required of them.
Time passed and one day a

A Fable on Sunbathing and Police States
and Snakes and Frogs and Crowns
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frog from another clan came to
them and told them that their king
was tyrannica l and that if th ey
would follow him he would lead
them to a place where they could
live as they wished. The king denounced this as subversive and
claimed that the strange frog
would go where all bad frog s go,
along with all the frogs that followed him .
Some s ubjects thought the
strange frog was right, and a
good number , many of whom had
also snatched a little sunning behind a secret lilly pad , went away
a nd lived ha ppily until their new
leader was nearly killed bv a
snake one day.
THE END
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The teacher was quizzing the
class. "Now who can tell me who
gave us our nice schoolhouse? "
" President Roosevelt, teacher. "
"That's right , Johnny. Who
knows who gave us our beautiful
parks? "
" President Roosevelt , teacher."
"That's right , Mary. Who gave
us the birds and the bees and the
flowers and the trees? "
" God did , teacher. "
Voice from the back of the
room: "Throw that Republican
out of here! "
*
*
*
" I took her to a show, bought
her dinner and then went to a
night club. Then do you know
what she said? "
" No."
" Oh, then you 've had her out,
too. "

For that
FIRST GOOD
CUP OF COFFEE
IN THE MORNING

Remember

DICK'S GRILL
Now open from
7 A.:\'[ to 7 P .~L
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'' FINEN ow put on t he brake.' '
Dear Son :
I just read in the paper that
students who don 't smoke make
much higher grades than those
who do . This is something for you
to think about.
Love, Father.
Dear Father:
I have thought about it. But
truthfully I would rather make a
B and have th e enjoyment of
smoking ; in fact , I would rather
smoke and drink and get a C.
Furthermore,
I would rather
smoke, drink and neck and make
a

D.

Love, Son.
Dear Son :
I'll break your neck if y ou flunk
anything !
Your Father.
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"What party do you affiliate
with? " the election judge asked
th e mountain gal.
" Has I gotta answer that? " sh e
frowned.
" If you want a ballot you do. "
"Wa -al , then I don 't want no
ballot, 'cause the party I affiliates
with ain 't divorced yet."
*
*
*
" Mother," queried the little tot,
" D o fairy tales always begin with
'Once Upon a Time '?"
" No , dear ," replied his mother.
"They sometimes begin with 'My
love , I will be detained at the of~
flee tonight'."
*
*
Customer: " Do you have notions on this floor? "
Floorwalker : " Yes , madam , but
we usually try to suppress them
during working hours."
*
*
*
The judg~ had just awarded a
divorce to a wife who had charged
non -support.
" And ," he said to the husband ,
" I have decided to give your wife
$50 a month. "
"Thats fine , judge," the man
replied, " and once in a while I'll
try to slip her a few bucks my~
self."
..,
*
*
Two girls met for lunch and
were discussing their marriag.e
prospects.
" I hear your boy friend graduates fram law school this spring.
I suppose you 'll get married
then? "
" Oh , no , not right away," answered the other, " I want him to
practice about a year first. "

M-exico
(Continued from page 3)
where they study few of the technical courses thought so important by many educators in the
United States. Here the courses
are more intense and books and
tuition are more expensive. ( Tuition at the national university is
about eleven dollars a semester for
Mexican citizens.) In all fairness
to Mexico, I can't mention the
conditions at the normal school
without pointing out their al~ost
complete opposites at the umversity.
The Universitaria Nacional is
the oldest, yet the newest and
most modern in this hemisphere.
It was established in 1851, fiftysix years before the permanent
settlement of Jamestown , and
opened in the year 1553 with a
Catholic staff. At present, under
the control of the government, the
different colleges and faculties are
spread out all over the city. But
before the present president leaves
office, the new "University City"
will be ready for occupation. La
Cuidad Universitaria, as it is
called, really is a city, located on
the outskirts of Mexico City on
the road to Cuernavaca.
From the looks of the area at
present, it is easy to believe that
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this will be the most beautiful and
modern university in the world.
There is also little danger that
these new buildings will meet the
same fate as those of the normal
school, because the university students are, on the whole, -seriousminded and interested in education and politics.
Several times so far I have alluded to American tourists and an
explanation is probably in order.
Many Mexicans have a rather low
opinion of these tourists and , because of them, of Americans as a
whole. Here I'm speaking solely
of tourists •as a group , because
there are ( I understand) some
Americans who cannot be classed
with the rest.
Most Americans come to Mexico with plenty of money and, although they like to let people
know they have it, they are most
tight with it in the pettiest ways.
They are wary of everyone and
think, with some reason, perhaps,
that everybody is trying to gyp
them. Fearing the sanitary conditions of Mexico, they stay at the
most expensive hotels and eat the
most expensive food , yet they will
spend half an hour haggling over
a few centavos with a street vendor, although they usually end up
buying their souvenirs at twice
their value. ( A popular pastime
her•e is going downtown to watch
the turistas. In these cases, the
words heard most are "mucho!
mucho!" accompanied by a variety
of idiotic gestures.)
Many tourists hire guides ( an
American institution) to show
them the country and save them
money. Hence they see only the
part of the country made for
tourists , buy their goods at the
"cheapest" places ( the places
where the guide gets the biggest
cut), and get to know no real
Mexicans-in fact, really get an
absolutely false impression of the
whole
country.
The
guides,
though licensed and usually fairly
well-educated men, have answers
to all the tourists ' questions and ,
whether the answers are true or
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not, the tourists are usually satisfied.
One of my friends, who with
pride claims full-blooded Aztec
ancestry, couldn 't quite believe
his ears when he heard a guide
tell his suceptible clients at the
citadel near the ancient Pyramids
to the Sun and Moon that this
( an er-e a the Indians used for
their religious ceremonies) was
where, believe it or not, the Indians played football. ( The tourists, of course, did believe it. ) For
these reasons I can't exactly be
proud of most of my _fellow-cit~zens in Mexico. I simply can t
help feeling more like a Mexican
every time I come into contact
with a group of tourists.
.
And this might be a good time
to mention some of my travels
about Mexico, because I'm som~what of a tourist myself. though I
hate to admit it. Since being here,
I have, in what little extra time
I've had, taken trips to the Piramides· to Cuautla, a little city
in the s~mi-tropics famous for it's
sulphur baths where a fri,e nd has
an interest in a small banana
plantation; to Cuernavaca, the
land of eternal spring, where almost every private home has a
swimming. pool; to Tehuixtla,
where, after crossing a river on a
hanging Indian bridge I found
three
magnificient
swimming
pools; to Taxco, the town on the
side of a mountain that is a national monument and appears today almost as it did hundreds of
years ago, where nearly e-v eryone
speaks English ( tourists again.)
I've also been to Acapulco ,
which is probably as wonderful as
most articles state, but not as ex-

***

A discouraged traveling salesman in a wire to his home office:
"If Stalin wants more territory, he
can have mine!"
Theysatlikethisupontheseat,
With now and then a kiss;
Then he said some foolish thing
And now they sit like this.

pensive as most Americans make
it. It was there that I became
friends with the fabulous fellow
Fausto Martienz ( the beard) ,
who was at the time running a
couple of little clubs on the beach
( he has since returned to the City
and plans on going to Chicago
this summer-coming back with
me , possibly). He is called "Fabulous" Fausto because of the many
things he has d~me in his life; he
is a poet with one book published
and another coming , but has also
been , among other things , a master of ceremonies in a night club
( he later bought the place and
went bankrupt), a radio announcer , a singer, a bum , a college student , a conquistador de
g.ringitas , and an illegal immigrant
into the United States. As has
happened with so many Mexicans,
he was arrested, jailed , tried , and
sent back to Mexico. The other
fellow in the picture, Ramon , who
is from Spain, has only one claim
to fame-Greer Garson once invited him to come see her sometime.
My last trip has been by far
my most interesting . At the end
of la.st quarter, I went to Acapulco, scrounged around the waterfront and finally found a little
cargo-fishing boat bound for the

jungle village of Zihuatanejo,
about 150 miles up the coast. I
spent two nights sleeping on the
deck of said boat-one in the harbor at Acapulco waiting for the
cargo of ice in which to pack the
f.sh to be caught, and one at sea.
In spite of returning to Mexico
sunburned , chewed up by mosquitoes , and having spent three days
in the hospital with all the symptons of malaria , I can 't wait to
return to Zihuatanejo.
A.s one native Zihuatanejan
said , "We don 't have any jail or
any church- everybody 's happy
here. " And so I found it. There
were fine beaches for swimming,
plenty of coconuts, bananas, papayas and watermelons to eat,
and plenty of time in which to do
nothing. Better yet , there were
almost no tourists there because

of the difficulty of transportation.
However , planes have started flying in recently . In a f,e w years
there may be a road , and then the
village may develop into a smallscale Acapulco. There are now
only three jeeps in the town and,
in dry weather, an ocrasional
truck.
When the road is built and
tourists start coming , the place
won 't be the same. The men will
take off their guns, the kids will ·
put on their clo thes, there will be
more than four hours electiricity
at night, and the natives will quit
living a happy, lazy life and will
start spending their time figuring
out how they can make some of
the easy money that will begin
floating around . And I'll not vacation at Zihuataenjo.

THE END
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Waterloo, Iowa

By Don Henri

The Big Lovable Elephant Joins the Carny's
Newest Public Relations Man on a Voyage
of Excitement and Adventure
I find Mr. Jacobs behind the
merry-go-round. Mr. Jacobs has a
long mustache and is a man to be
respected for two other reasonsbecause he owns a carnival and
because he i my boss .
Mr. Jacobs is looking at the
merry-go-round. It is old , that
merry-go-round is , and much in
need of paint and repairs . Mr. Jacobs walks around it halfway and
stops to look at one of the horses ,
the one that had once been red
and oranHe, The horse looks back
at him. Then Mr. Jacobs touches
the animal's head and it falls off.
Glad I am that I am not Michael
Roseberry, who runs the merryi:io-round, for I suspect that Mr.
Jacobs will be angry.
Then he sees me. I was righthe is angry!
"Where have you been?" he
asks.
" I have been publicizinH our
coming to Plainfield, " I tell him.

Finest
Portraits

*

NATIONAL
STUDIO
Waterloo

Lafr,rette Bldg. P ho ne 4617

Plainfield is ou r next stop if w e
ever get out of the muddy lot
where we are now set up .
" And have you tended Mable? "
he wants to know. Mable is our
elephant, and is really what hold s
che carnival together since there
is little else of attraction, except
Mr. Jacobs wife , whom he no
longer exhibits. Sometimes I feel
his wife causes him to talk so
roughly when he is working. with elephant'. You will go- Go! GO '.
I leave.
us men- he has no chance at all
Outside, u• the other end of the
against her two heads.
" No ," I tell him . " I have not lot, I stop and think. It is queer
yet tended Mable. "
for him to act that way. Though
After this he tells me many he agrees that my mind is too
things. He says that my mother is delicate to waste on elephants , he
some animal we do not have in the becomes aroused when he tells
managerie and that I have never me to go out and do publicity
heard of. and he tells me I must work. But he has ordered me to
go and tend Mable at once.
go , and he is my boss. So I colI go tend Mable. When I am lect all the posters I can find and
finished I go to his trailer and tell start out with a big paste pot.
him I can no longer be expected
I am about half a mile down the
to manage the elephant along with road when Mable catches up to
my other duties.
me. Naturally I am surprised and
"What other duties? " he wants I look to see why she is not still
to know right away.
staked out. She has not pulled the
I draw myself up to my full stake out of the ground-it is iron
height. " I am your new publicity and quite long- but her chain ha
man ." His mouth opens, which is parted in the middle. Probably
strange since he knows our other Mr. Jacobs wanted her to acpublicity man is no longer with company me for publicity and did
us . " It will be five years before not know how to undo the hitch
Blackie will be able to return to around her leg .
his work ," I tell Mr. Jacobs. " Five
So I take the short length of
y ears- that is what the judge chain from around her front leg
said. "
and throw it to the side of the
He turn s purple, which I have road. If Mr. Jacobs wants me to
never seen anyone do before, but take Mable with me, that I shall
then I have been in the carnival do . I mount up , and we ride tobusiness only a few years. Then ward Plainfield. It is very nice out
he yell.s : " No , you won 't take care under the stars and the time goes
of the elephant anymore! How very quickly.
could I expect anyone with your
(Continued next month)
mentality to take care of an
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To the Editor:
What have you got against w restlers? E ve ry iss ue of the magazine you run some snid e joke w hich
is a fronthanded slap at wrestlers. Last month you
had a girl a sking another if she had e,~er been r,un
over by a truck and the girl answered: No , but Ive
been kissed by a wrestler. "
Jokes like the ones you print give people th e
idea th a t wrestlers are rough characters · who are
ignorant of proper manners and grammer. We ain 't,
so watch what you print or I will com e over and
beat the hell out of you!
To the Editor:

GUS GATTO

I must confess that after reading Robert Simmons 's diatribe in the May issue of C R OSS R OADS
I feel less secure about my future. Mr. Simmons's
pointed allusion to skid row derelicts knowing all
about the fine arts gives me some cause for alarm .
More alarming , though , are Mr. Simmons's a ssertions.
If there is safety in numbers, Mr. Simmons is
safe in his claim that " we are at college to learn
how to get along with people ," which is a pretty
popular fallacy right now. Nevertheless, it is a fallacy. By thus making a college education roughly
equivilent to a Duncan Hines handbook , Mr. Simmons is being quite tactless with the teaching profession .
He is also betraying a remarkable naivete by
thinking that " life's bumps " can be surmounted by
a handshake and a pat on th~ back. Today 's problem s are a little too complex to be solved hy means
of Rotarianism .
In my previous article I declared that cultural
background is essential for anyone for whom education is more than a word. That is still true. For
education can only enable us to meet and solve contemporary and future problems by drawing upon
the teachings of the past- in philosophy, literature.
the sciences, poetry, art and music.
This is culture, and for Mr. Simmons to say
cavalierly " I don 't like it" and walk smug ly off is
only to thinly disguise the laziness I described in
the March issue.
Mr. Simmons concludes his reply by saying :
" Mr. Dunn , we are more concerned about how to
successfully become socially adaptable that how
to be an intellectual. " Yes , Mr. Simmons, that is
manifestly true. I can only say that if. after readin\:]'
your newspaper thoroughly tomorrow, you are still
able to say " we will concentrate on living in th e
manner that God intended ( as you outlined that
manner) ," God mu st have given you a remarkable
conscience.

And then there was the instructor, always
anxious to improve his course, who added this last
question to his final e am: " What do you think of
the course?"
The instructor, upon reaching the end of what
had been the worst o f his papers, found the following notation : "I think this was a very well rounded
course. Everything not given during the quarter was
included in the final examination."

'' I think you better steer.''

For Sports Afloat
It's Olsen's
Canoes -

Boat s -

Mot ors

OLSEN BOAT HOUSE

JACK DUNN
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We're Still Pure!
Students here are still pure, having narrowly
escaped the naughty doctrine of Marx and Engels,
thanks to a decision throwing the Communist manifesto out of the humanities sequence.
The college's action in abandoning plans for the
teaching of the manifesto is not only pathetic, it is
criminal.
It is possible to blame two groups for the stupid
caper. We must cast some of the blame on the citizens of Iowa, who through past actions have created the impression that they would be horrified at
the teaching of the manifesto.
But a good share of the blame must fall on the
people at this college who didn't have the guts to
include the manifesto, even though they knew it
belonged in the course.
Why is the Communist manifesto so important?
It is vitally important because at this moment this
country is .engaged in a global conflict with Communism. It requires extreme stupidity to assume that
we can best meet this challenge through complete
ignorance of our foe and his ideas.
Obviously we can never understand what we are
fighting FOR until we are familier with what we
are fighting AGAINST.
Even though the manifesto is not included in the
course, individual students can locate a copy and
read it for themselves , of course. But a mature instructor's careful analysis of the manifesto and some
thorough discussion would probably make the Communist doctrine appear much less attractive to young
and inexperienced students .
The world has now come to the point where we
can no lonqer play three-monkeys-on-a-shelf , the
popular little game in which one hears no evil,
speaks no evil, sees no evil and waves the American
flag blindly.
Our country is a great nation with traditional
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attitudes we can well be proud of. The suppression
of all foreign ideas is not going to make this nation
any greater, however, and to stand still- even in
the race of ideas-is to fall behind. Worst of all, by
refusing to test our ideas against others, we will
soon forget what the flag we are waving really represents.

Sorry, This Is It
Readers of this issue of CROSSROADS have
the rather questionable privilege of being around at
the death of a magazine. From all indications, THIS
IS IT- there will be no magazine next fall.
To come quickly to the point, the magazine lost
money. Students and faculty ht>re supported the
magazine well and its sales were generally as high
as was expected. Its advertising revenue, however,
fell way off.
The Board of Control of Student Publications
reluctantly allowed this June issue to be publised
only because all of the engraving and most of the
typesetting. had been completed.
We are naturally sorry to see CROSSROADS
fold . We sincerely felt there was a place for a combination literary and humor magazine on this campus,
and we believe its presence contributed something
to the academic atmosphere of ISTC.
Some of its content can probably be absorbed
into the COLLEGE EYE, but there is one thing that
cannot be absorbed- its individual editorial viewpoint.
We mourn the magazine 's passi nq primarily
because we considered it to be a potentially valuable
sounding board for the college's free thinkers. While
it, too , could become prostituted to ultra-conserva tive do-nothing. policies, we believe its very reason
for existence committed it to a wide awake analysis
of college problems.
But anyway, so long . And it HAS been good to
know you.

Father: " Can 't you cut down
on yo ur college expenses? You 're
ruin ing the family. "
Son: "Well, I might do without
books. "

.

A fashionable wedding is where
the father sticks a rose in the barrel of his shotgun.

.

*
He: 'Tm going to kiss you
when we get to the next corner. "
She: " Don ' t you think that's
going too far? "
*

*

Girl: " Why did you park here
when there are nicer places farther on?"
Guy: " This is love at first site. ··

TYPEWRITERS
FOR RENT OR SALE

ALL MAKES
Port11bles and Offi ce Standards
·w e Se l'vi ce All )Ia k es
'rypew1·itel'S
WATERLOO
TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
225 E. 5tl1 St.
Dial 33968

Diner: " Is that ice cream pure ?"
Waiter: " As pure as the girl of
your dreams. "
Diner : "Give me a ham sandwich. "
*
*
*
Coroner: " What were Louie s
last words?"
F riend: " He said , 'I don 't see
how they make any profit on _this
stuff at a dollar a fifth .' "

.

The farmer 's daughter returned
from college for her summer vacation, and her father looked at
her critically and asked: " Lost
some weight, haven 't you?"
Th e girl replied: "Yes, father , I
weighed I 10 stripped for gym ,"
whereupon the father leaped out
of his chair and grabbed for his
shotgun.
*
*
*
Guy on Phone: " How do you
feel this morning? "
Girl: " Fin e."
Guy : " I guess I have the wrong
number. "
*
*
Little Johnny with a grin
Drank up all his father 's gin.
Mam a laughed to see him plastered,
Said " Come to bed , you little
darling. "
*
Television: A device that permits people who haven 't anything
to do to watch people who can 't
do anything.

.

.
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If two hula-hula girls love the
same man , will they draw straws
for him?
*
*
An old gentleman ri din g the top
of a Fifth A venue bus noticed that
every few minutes the conductor
would come up from the back and
dan gle a piece of string down before
the
driver
underneath.
Whereupon the driver would
utter profanity terrible to hear .
Finally the old gentleman could
.stand it no longer and asked the
conductor why he dangled the
string an d why the driver swore.
" Oh, "
the
conductor
said
naively , "his father is being hung
tomorrow and I'm just kidding
him a little. "
*
" How did you puncture that
tire?
" Run over a milk bottle."
" Didn 't you see it? "
" Naw , the kid had it under his
coat. "

.

.

" Papa, what is the difference
between prosperity and depression? "
" Well, my bqy ," Papa replied,
m prosperity we have win e,
women and song; but in depression all we have is beer , Mama
and the radio. "
*
They say that Texa s is a good
place for men who have asthma to
go. Th e girls there are so dumb
that they can 't tell it from passion .

<Jhed.e ./.Il/,U£ 't
Sh<uj'M, Bui-Statistics: Yale grads have an
average of I .3 children, while
Vassar grads have 1.7. This
proves conclusively that women
have more children than do men.
*

·

*

*

Some girls are like flowersthey grow wild in the woods.
* * *
And then there wa.s the devil
who backed into the lawn mower,
then rushed to the liquor store because he 'd heard they retailed
spirits there.
*

*

*

King Arthur: " I hear you've
been misbehavin8!"
Knight: "In what manor?"
* * *
Motto for Dairymen: "All I aim
I owe to udders."
* * *
"Just one more kiss, darling ,"
she pleaded with half closed eyes.
"On an empty stomach?" he inquired hungrily.
" Of course not- right where
the last one was!"
* * *
New WAC: "Where do I eat?"
Captain: " You mess with the
officers."
New WAC: " I know , but
where do I eat?"
* * *
And then there was the girl
known as "Checker.s"-she jumped whenever a guy made a wrong
move.
*

*

*

Men who kiss and tell aren't
half as bad as those who kiss and
exaggerate.
*

*

*

The stork is blamed with a lot
of things which should be blamed
on a lark.
* * *
The birds do it,
The bees do it.
You can do itJoin the Air Corps!
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ITS THE

Seniors, Congratulations!

"BERRYS"

Underclassmen, well,

One Day

we are still here too, and we

Dry Cleaning

Welcome
your continued patronage

Also tl'y

and
Goodwill.

Our Modern Electric
Shoe Shine Machines
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No. 16 ••• THE FLYCATCHER

He's

fast - he's smart - he cover s ground - he's a rea] varsity
outfielder! The 'quick-trick' cigarette mildness tests were almost
too hot to handle, but h e didn' t make an error. H e realized
that cigare lle mildness can ' t be judged in sl am-bang fas hion.
Millions of smokers throughout m erica know, too, tit er 's a
thorou gh way to judge cigarette mildness!

It's the sensible test ... th e 30-Day Came] 1ildne s T est, which
,limpl y ask yo u to try Camels on a da y-after-da y, pack-aft r-pack
ba sis. Io s11ap jnd gm e nts ! Once you've tried Cam els for 30 da ys
in your " T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste), you'll see wh y .,.

After all the Mildness Tests ...

Camel leads all other brands l,y1,iUions

